Abstract. We introduce the notion of even Clifford structures on Riemannian manifolds, which for rank r = 2 and r = 3 reduce to almost Hermitian and quaternion-Hermitian structures respectively. We give the complete classification of manifolds carrying parallel rank r even Clifford structures: Kähler, quaternion-Kähler and Riemannian products of quaternion-Kähler manifolds for r = 2, 3 and 4 respectively, several classes of 8-dimensional manifolds (for 5 ≤ r ≤ 8), families of real, complex and quaternionic Grassmannians (for r = 8, 6 and 5 respectively), and Rosenfeld's elliptic projective planes OP 2 , (C ⊗ O)P 2 , (H ⊗ O)P 2 and (O ⊗ O)P 2 , which are symmetric spaces associated to the exceptional simple Lie groups F 4 , E 6 , E 7 and E 8 (for r = 9, 10, 12 and 16 respectively). As an application, we classify all Riemannian manifolds whose metric is bundle-like along the curvature constancy distribution, generalizing well known results in Sasakian and 3-Sasakian geometry.
Introduction
The main goal of the present paper is to introduce a new algebraic structure on Riemannian manifolds, which we refer to as Clifford structure, containing almost complex structures and almost quaternionic structures as special cases.
Roughly speaking, by a Clifford (resp. even Clifford) structure on a Riemannian manifold (M, g) we understand a Euclidean vector bundle (E, h) over M, called Clifford bundle, together with a representation of the Clifford algebra bundle Cl(E, h) (resp. Cl 0 (E, h)) on the tangent bundle T M. One might notice the duality between spin and Clifford structures: While in spin geometry, the spinor bundle is a representation space of the Clifford algebra bundle of T M, in the new framework, it is the tangent bundle of the manifold which becomes a representation space of the (even) Clifford algebra bundle of the Clifford bundle E.
Several approaches to the concept of Clifford structures on Riemannian manifolds can be found in the literature. We must stress from the very beginning on the somewhat misleading fact that the same terminology is used for quite different notions. Most authors have introduced Clifford structures as a family of global almost complex structures satisfying the Clifford relations, i.e. as a pointwise representation of the Clifford algebra Cl n on each tangent space of the manifold. In the sequel we will refer to these structures as flat Clifford structures. In contrast, This work was supported by the French-German cooperation project Procope no. 17825PG. our definition only involves local almost complex structures, obtained from local orthonormal frames of the Clifford bundle E, and reduces to the previous notion when E is trivial.
Flat Clifford structures were considered by Spindel et al. in [20] , motivated by the fact that in the 2-dimensional supersymmetric σ-model, a target manifold with N − 1 independent parallel anti-commuting complex structures gives rise to N supersymmetries. They claimed that on group manifolds N ≤ 4 but later on, Joyce showed that this restriction does not hold in the non-compact case (cf. [14] ) and provided a method to construct manifolds with arbitrarily large Clifford structures. At the same time, Barberis et al. constructed in [2] flat Clifford structures on compact flat manifolds, by means of 2-step nilpotent Lie groups.
Yet another notion of Clifford structures was used in connection with the Osserman Conjecture. Following ideas of Gilkey, Nikolayevsky defined in [18] Clifford structures on Riemannian manifolds with an additional assumption on the Riemannian curvature tensor.
An author who comes close to our concept of even Clifford structure, but restricted to a particular case, is Burdujan. His Clifford-Kähler manifolds, introduced in [5] and [6] , correspond in our terminology to manifolds with a rank 5 parallel even Clifford structure. He proves that such manifolds have to be Einstein (a special case of Proposition 2.10 below). Note also that Spin(9)-structures on 16-dimensional manifolds studied by Friedrich [8] correspond to rank 9 even Clifford structures in our setting.
The core of the paper consists of the classification of manifolds carrying parallel even Clifford structures, cf. Theorem 2.14. In rank r = 2 and r = 3 this reduces to Kähler and quaternionKähler structures respectively. We obtain Riemannian products of quaternion-Kähler manifolds for r = 4, several classes of 8-dimensional manifolds (for 5 ≤ r ≤ 8), families of real, complex and quaternionic Grassmannians (for r = 8, 6 and 5 respectively), and Rosenfeld's elliptic projective planes OP 2 , (C ⊗ O)P 2 , (H ⊗ O)P 2 and (O ⊗ O)P 2 , which are symmetric spaces associated to the exceptional simple Lie groups F 4 , E 6 , E 7 and E 8 (for r = 9, 10, 12 and 16 respectively). Using similar arguments we also classify manifolds carrying parallel Clifford structures, showing that parallel Clifford structures can only exist in low rank (r ≤ 3), in low dimensions (n ≤ 8) or on flat spaces (cf. Theorem 2.15).
In Section 3, we give a geometric application of our classification theorem to the theory of manifolds with curvature constancy, a notion introduced in the 60's by Gray [11] . Roughly speaking, a tangent vector X on a Riemannian manifold (Z, g Z ) belongs to the curvature constancy V if its contraction with the Riemannian curvature tensor R Z equals its contraction with the algebraic curvature tensor of the round sphere, cf. (25) below. One reason why Gray was interested in this notion is that on the open set of Z where the dimension of the curvature constancy achieves its minimum, V is a totally geodesic distribution whose integral leaves are locally isomorphic to the round sphere.
Typical examples of manifolds with non-trivial curvature constancy are Sasakian and 3-Sasakian manifolds, the dimension of V being (generically) 1 and 3 respectively. Rather curiously, Gray seems to have overlooked these examples when he conjectured in [11] that if the curvature constancy of a Riemannian manifold (Z, g Z ) is non-trivial, then the manifold is locally isometric to the round sphere. By the above, this conjecture is clearly false, but one may wonder whether counter-examples, other than Sasakian and 3-Sasakian structures, do exist.
Using Theorem 2.14, we classify Riemannian manifolds Z admitting non-trivial curvature constancy V under the additional assumption that the metric is bundle-like along the distribution V, i.e. such that Z is locally the total space of a Riemannian submersion Z → M whose fibres are the integral leaves of V, cf. Theorem 3.7. Notice that Sasakian and 3-Sasakian manifolds appear in this classification, being total spaces of (locally defined) Riemannian submersion over Kähler and quaternion-Kähler manifolds respectively.
Bundle-like metrics with curvature constancy also occur as a special case of fat bundles, introduced by Weinstein in [21] and revisited by Ziller (cf. [22] , [7] ). A Riemannian submersion is called fat if the sectional curvature is positive on planes spanned by a horizontal and a vertical vector. Homogeneous fat bundles were classified by Bérard-Bergery in [3] . It turns out that all our homogeneous examples with curvature constancy (cf. The universality property of the Clifford algebra immediately shows that a rank r Clifford structure on (M, g) is a rank r sub-bundle of End − (T M), locally spanned by anti-commuting almost complex structures J i , i = 1, . . . , r.
In terms of G-structures, a Clifford structure is equivalent to a reduction of the orthonormal frame bundle of M. More precisely, the restriction of the Clifford map ϕ to some fibre Cl(E, h) x defines, up to conjugacy, a representation of the Clifford algebra Cl r on R n . This representation maps the groups Pin(r) and Spin(r) isomorphically onto subgroups of SO(n). If C(P in(r)) denotes the centralizer of Pin(r) in SO(n), then a Clifford structure is equivalent to a reduction of the structure group of M to Spin(r) · C(P in(r)) ⊂ SO(n). We skip the (rather straightforward) proof of this fact, since we will not need it in the sequel.
A Clifford structure (M, g, E, h) is called parallel if the sub-bundle ϕ(E) of End − (T M) is parallel with respect to the Levi-Civita connection ∇ g of (M, g).
Since every oriented rank 1 vector bundle is trivial, there is a one-to-one correspondence between rank 1 Clifford structures and almost Hermitian structures on (M, g). A rank 1 Clifford structure is parallel if and only if the corresponding almost Hermitian structure is Kähler.
Every hyper-Kähler manifold (M n , g, I, J, K) carries parallel rank 2 Clifford structures (e.g. the sub-bundle of End − (T M) generated by I and J). The converse holds for n > 4 (cf. Theorem 2.15 below). Notice also that by the very definition, a quaternion-Kähler structure is nothing else but a parallel rank 3 Clifford structure.
The classification of n-dimensional Riemannian manifolds carrying rank r parallel Clifford structures will be given in Theorem 2.15 below. It turns out that parallel Clifford structures can only exist either in low ranks (r ≤ 3), or in low dimensions (n ≤ 8) or on flat spaces. Therefore, even though it provides a common framework for Kähler, quaternion-Kähler and hyper-Kähler geometries, the notion of parallel Clifford structure is in some sense too restrictive.
We will now introduce a natural extension of Definition 2.1, by requiring the Clifford morphism to be defined only on the even Clifford algebra bundle of E. We obtain in this way much more flexibility and examples, while a complete classification in the parallel case is still possible. Definition 2.2. A rank r even Clifford structure (r ≥ 2) on a Riemannian manifold (M n , g) is an oriented rank r Euclidean bundle (E, h) over M together with an algebra bundle morphism, called Clifford morphism, ϕ : Cl 0 (E, h) → End(T M) which maps Λ 2 E into the bundle of skewsymmetric endomorphisms End − (T M). Recall that Λ 2 E is viewed as a sub-bundle of Cl 0 (E, h) by identifying e ∧ f with e · f + h(e, f ) for every e, f ∈ E. Two even Clifford structures (E 1 , h 1 , ϕ 1 ) and (E 2 , h 2 , ϕ 2 ) are isomorphic if there exists an algebra bundle isomorphism λ :
Remark 2.3. Since the definition above only involves the exterior power Λ 2 E, the bundle E itself is not part of an even Clifford structure. As a matter of fact, there exist isomorphic even Clifford structures with non-isomorphic bundles E (see Example 2.6 below).
As before, an even Clifford structure is equivalent to the reduction of the orthonormal frame bundle of M to the subgroup S · C(S) of SO(n), where S denotes the image of Spin(r) in SO(n) through the representation of the even Clifford algebra Cl 0 r on R n defined (up to conjugacy) by the map ϕ, and C(S) is the centralizer of S in SO(n). In more familiar terms, an even Clifford structure can be characterized as follows: Lemma 2.4. Let (E, h) be a rank r even Clifford structure and let {e 1 , . . . , e r } be a local h-orthonormal frame on E. The local endomorphisms J ij := ϕ(e i · e j ) ∈ End(T M) are skewsymmetric for i = j and satisfy
for all i, j, k mutually distinct, (e i · e j ) · (e k · e l ) = (e k · e l ) · (e i · e j ) for all i, j, k, l mutually distinct.
The orthogonality of J ij and J kl is obvious when exactly two of the subscripts coincide (since the corresponding endomorphisms anti-commute). For r = 3, (2) is thus satisfied. Assume now that r ≥ 5 and that all four subscripts are mutually distinct. We then choose s different from i, j, k, l and write, using the fact that J sl and J ij commute:
Every Clifford structure E induces an even Clifford structure of the same rank. To see this, one needs to check on a local orthonormal frame {e 1 , . . . , e r } of E that ϕ(e i ∧ e j ) is skewsymmetric for all i = j. This is due to the fact that ϕ(e i ∧ e j ) = ϕ(e i ) • ϕ(e j ) is the composition of two anti-commuting skew-symmetric endomorphisms.
The converse also holds if the rank of the Clifford bundle E is equal to 3 modulo 4. Indeed, if r = 4k + 3, the Hodge isomorphism E ≃ Λ r−1 E ⊂ Cl 0 (E, h) extends by the universality property of the Clifford algebra to an algebra bundle morphism h :
is the Clifford morphism defining the even Clifford structure, then ϕ • h : Cl(E, h) → End(T M) is an algebra bundle morphism mapping E into End − (T M) (because the image by ϕ•h of every element of E is a composition of 2k +1 mutually commuting skew-symmetric endomorphisms of T M).
If the rank of the Clifford bundle E is not equal to 3 modulo 4, the representation of Cl 0 (E, h) on T M cannot be extended in general to a representation of the whole Clifford algebra bundle Cl(E, h). This can be seen on examples as follows. If r = 1, 2, 4 or 8 modulo 8, one can take M = R n to be the representation space of an irreducible representation of Cl 0 r and E to be the trivial vector bundle of rank r over M. Then the obvious even Clifford structure E does not extend to a Clifford structure simply for dimensional reasons (the dimension of any irreducible representation of Cl r is twice the dimension of any irreducible representation of Cl 0 r for r as above). For r = 5, an example is provided by the quaternionic projective space HP 2 which carries an even Clifford structure of rank 5 (cf. Theorem 2.14). On the other hand, any Riemannian manifold carrying a rank 5 Clifford structure is almost Hermitian (with respect to the endomorphism induced by the volume element of the Clifford algebra bundle), and it is well known that HP 2 carries no almost complex structure [17] (cf. also [10] ). Finally, for r = 6, an example is given by the complex projective space CP 4 , which carries a rank 6 even Clifford structure (cf. Theorem 2.14), but no rank 6 Clifford structure, since this would imply the triviality of its canonical bundle. Similar examples can be constructed for all r = 5 and 6 mod 8.
An even Clifford structure (M, g, E, h) is called parallel, if there exists a metric connection ∇ E on (E, h) such that ϕ is connection preserving, i.e.
Remark 2.5. For r even, the notion of an even Clifford structure of rank r admits a slight extension to the case where E is no longer a vector bundle but a projective bundle, i.e. a locally defined vector bundle associated to some G-principal bundle via a projective representation ρ : G → PSO(r) = SO(r)/{±I r }. Since the extension of the standard representation of SO(r) from R r to Λ 2 R r factors through PSO(r), we see that the second exterior power of any projective vector bundle is a well-defined vector bundle, so Definition 2.2 can be adapted to this setting and the corresponding structure will be referred to as projective even Clifford structure in the sequel.
The main goal of this section is to classify (cf. Theorem 2.14) complete simply connected Riemannian manifolds (M, g) which carry parallel even Clifford structures as introduced in Definition 2.2, in the extended sense of Remark 2.5. The results are listed in Tables 1 and 2 below. The classification of manifolds carrying parallel Clifford structures will then be obtained as a by-product of Theorem 2.14 by a case-by-case analysis.
We start by examining even Clifford structures of low rank. Example 2.6. A rank 2 even Clifford structure induces an almost Hermitian structure on (M, g) (the image by ϕ of the volume element of Λ 2 E). Conversely, every almost Hermitian structure J on (M, g) induces a rank 2 even Clifford structure by taking (E, h) to be an arbitrary oriented rank 2 Euclidean bundle (see Remark 2.3) and defining ϕ by the fact that it maps the volume element of (E, h) onto J. An even Clifford structure is parallel if and only if the corresponding almost Hermitian structure J is a Kähler structure on (M, g). Example 2.7. A rank 3 even Clifford structure induces a quaternionic structure on (M, g) i.e. a rank 3 sub-bundle S of End(T M) locally spanned by three almost Hermitian structures satisfying the quaternion relations. If {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } is a local orthonormal basis of E, S is spanned by I := ϕ(e 1 · e 2 ), J := ϕ(e 2 · e 3 ) and K := ϕ(e 3 · e 1 ). Conversely, every quaternionic structure S on (M, g) induces a rank 3 even Clifford structure by taking E = S with the induced Euclidean structure and defining ϕ as the Hodge isomorphism Λ 2 E ≃ E = S. By this correspondence, a parallel even Clifford structure is equivalent to a quaternion-Kähler structure on M.
Note that the quaternion-Kähler condition is empty in dimension 4. There are several ways to see this, e.g. by saying that Sp(1) · Sp(1) = SO(4) so there is no holonomy restriction. In our setting, this corresponds to the fact that the bundle E := Λ 2 + M of self-dual 2-forms canonically defines a rank 3 parallel even Clifford structure on every 4-dimensional (oriented) Riemannian manifold.
We thus see that Kähler and quaternion-Kähler geometries fit naturally in the more general framework of parallel even Clifford structures.
The isomorphism so(4) ≃ so(3) ⊕ so(3) reduces the case r = 4 to r = 3 (see Proposition 2.10 (i) below).
Let us now make the following:
Theorem 2.9. A complete simply connected Riemannian manifold (M n , g) carrying a flat even Clifford structure E of rank r ≥ 5 is flat, (and thus isometric with a Cl 0 r representation space).
Proof. One can choose a parallel global orthonormal frame {e i }, i = 1, . . . , r, on E, which induces global parallel complex structures J ij := ϕ(e i · e j ) on M for every i < j.
We claim that if M is irreducible, then it is flat. Since M is hyper-Kähler with respect to the triple J 12 , J 31 , J 23 , it has to be Ricci-flat. According to the Berger-Simons Holonomy Theorem (cf. [4] , p. 300), M is either symmetric (hence flat, since a symmetric Ricci-flat manifold is flat), or has holonomy SU(n/2), Sp(n/4) or Spin(7). The last three cases actually do not occur. Indeed, the space of parallel 2-forms on M corresponds to the fixed points of the holonomy representation on Λ 2 R n , or equivalently to the centralizer of the holonomy Lie algebra hol(M) in so(n). This centralizer is zero for Hol(M) = Spin(7), 1-dimensional for Hol(M) = SU(n/2) and 3-dimensional Hol(M) = Sp(n/4). On the other hand, the space of parallel 2-forms on M has dimension at least r − 1 ≥ 4 ( any two of J 1i , 1 < i ≤ r anti-commute so they are linearly independent), a contradiction which proves our claim.
Back to the general case, the de Rham decomposition theorem states that M is a Riemannian
It is well known that a parallel complex structure J on a Riemannian manifold (M, g) preserves the tangent bundle of every irreducible non-flat factor of M. Indeed, if M 1 is such a factor, then
But the latter case is impossible since otherwise the Bianchi identity would imply
Consequently, each non-flat irreducible factor in the de Rham decomposition of M is preserved by every J ij , and thus inherits a flat even Clifford structure of rank r. The first part of the proof shows that no such factor exists, so M = M 0 is flat.
The next result is crucial for the classification of parallel even Clifford structures. Proposition 2.10. Assume that the complete simply connected Riemannian manifold (M n , g) carries a parallel non-flat even Clifford structure (E, ∇ E ) of rank r ≥ 3. Then the following holds:
) is a Riemannian product of two quaternion-Kähler manifolds.
(ii) If r = 4 and n = 8 then (a) The curvature of ∇ E , viewed as a map from Proof. Any local orthonormal frame {e 1 , . . . , e r } on E induces local endomorphisms on M defined as before by J ij := ϕ(e i · e j ). We denote by ω ij the curvature forms of the connection ∇ E with respect to the local frame {e i }:
We take i = j, apply this to some vector Z and take the scalar product with J ij (W ) to obtain
For i = j we define the local two-forms R ij on M by
where {X a } denotes a local orthonormal frame on M. In other words, R ij is twice the image of the 2-form J ij via the curvature endomorphism R :
The image v := ϕ(ω) of the volume element ω := e 1 ·e 2 ·e 3 ·e 4 ∈ Cl 0 (E) is a parallel involution of T M commuting with the Cl 0 (E)-action, so the tangent bundle of M splits into a parallel direct sum
± E is trivial on T ± and defines a rank 3 Clifford structure on M ± . More explicitly, one can define a local orthonormal frame
of Λ 2 ± E and it is clear that the local endomorphisms J
vanish on M ± and satisfy the quaternionic relations on M ∓ . In fact it is straightforward to check the relations
This shows that M is a Riemannian product of two quaternion-Kähler manifolds.
For later use, we remark that the curvature forms ω ± ij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3 of the connection on Λ 2 ± E with respect to the local frame {e ± i } are related to the forms ω ij by (9) ω
(ii) Assume now that r = 4. Let us choose some k different from i and j. Taking Z = X a , W = J ik (X a ), summing over a in (5) and using (1) yields
Taking now Y = Z = X a and summing over a in (5) yields
We identify 2-forms and endomorphisms on M using g. The previous relation reads
so taking (10) into account we get for every i = j
It turns out that this system in the unknown endomorphisms J ij • ω ij has a unique solution for n > 8. Indeed, if we denote by S i := r s=1 J si • ω si and sum over j in (11), we get
From (11) again we see that J ij • ω ij are all equal for i = j, and thus proportional with Ric:
Since the right term is symmetric, the two skew-symmetric endomorphisms from the left term commute, so J ij commutes with Ric for all i, j. This, in turn, implies like in Lemma 2.4 above that
We finally choose k different from i and j, take X = J ik (X a ), Y = X a , sum over a in (5) and use (13) 
By (10) this reads nω ki = − < ω ki , J ik > J ki and (12) then implies on the one hand that M is Einstein and on the other hand that the Ricci tensor does not vanish, since otherwise ∇ E would be flat.
There exists thus a non-zero constant κ such that (14) ω ij = κJ ij for all i = j. This is equivalent to the statement (a).
We will now prove (iib) and (iii) simultaneously. From now on n might be equal to 8, but we assume that (a) holds. We can re-express (4) and (12) as
and (16) Ric = κ(n/4 + 2r − 4).
Assume that M were reducible, i.e. that T M is the direct sum of two parallel distributions T 1 and T 2 . For all X ∈ T 1 and Y ∈ T 2 we have R X,Y = 0, so (15) implies
Taking the scalar product with J ik for some k = i, j and using (13) yields
This shows that each J kj , and hence the whole even Clifford structure, preserves the splitting
In other words, each integral leaf M i of T i (i = 1, 2) carries a parallel even Clifford structure. Notice that the relations ω ij = κJ ij for all i = j continue to hold on M 1 and M 2 . Formula (11) then shows that the Ricci tensor of each factor T i must satisfy Ric
, which of course contradicts (16) . This finishes the proof of (iib) and (iii).
In order to proceed we need the following algebraic interpretation:
) be a simply connected Riemannian manifold with holonomy group H := Hol(M) acting on R n . A parallel rank r (3 ≤ r = 4) even Clifford structure on M is equivalent to an orthogonal representation ρ : H → SO(r) of H on R r together with an Hequivariant algebra morphism φ : Cl
Proof. Assume that ρ and φ satisfy the conditions above. Let P be the holonomy bundle of (M, g) through some orthonormal frame u 0 , with structure group H. The Levi-Civita connection of M restricts to P and induces a connection on the Euclidean bundle E := P × ρ R r . The bundle morphism
is well-defined since φ is H-equivariant and clearly induces a parallel rank r even Clifford structure on (M, g).
Conversely, if (E, ∇ E ) defines a parallel even Clifford structure on M, we claim that E is associated to the holonomy bundle P through u 0 and that ∇ E corresponds to the Levi-Civita connection. Let x 0 be the base point of u 0 , let Γ be the based loop space at x 0 and let Γ 0 be the kernel of the holonomy morphism Γ → H. The parallel transport with respect to ∇ E of E x 0 along curves in Γ defines a group morphismρ : Γ → SO(E x 0 ). If γ ∈ Γ 0 , the fact that (E, ∇ E ) is a parallel even Clifford structure is equivalent to ϕ(Λ 2 (ρ(γ))(ω)) = ϕ(ω) for all ω ∈ Λ 2 (E). Since so(r) is simple for 3 ≤ r = 4, the map ϕ is injective. The relation above reduces to Λ 2 (ρ(γ)) = id, thus toρ(γ) = id. This shows that Γ 0 = Ker(ρ), so by taking the quotient,ρ defines a faithful orthogonal representation ρ of H = Γ/Γ 0 on E x 0 . It is easy to check that the map
where γ is any curve in M whose horizontal lift to P through u 0 ends at u and τ E γ denotes the parallel transport on E with respect to ∇ E along γ, is a well-defined bundle morphism preserving the covariant derivatives. The existence of the H-equivariant algebra morphism φ : Cl
It is easy to check that this result holds verbatim for projective even Clifford structures, by replacing orthogonal representations with projective ones. Notice that if ρ : H → PSO(r) is a projective representation, Λ 2 ρ is a linear representation, so the vector bundle
is globally defined, even though E := P × ρ R r is only locally defined.
Corollary 2.12. Assume that (M n , g) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2.10. Then the Lie algebra h of the holonomy group H (associated to some holonomy bundle P ) is a direct sum of Lie sub-algebras, one of which is isomorphic to so(r).
Proof. Every orthonormal frame u 0 ∈ P over x 0 ∈ M, defines a natural Lie algebra isomorphism from so(n) to Λ 2 M x 0 . In this way, the holonomy algebra h is naturally identified with a subalgebra of Λ 2 M x 0 and the image k of so(r) through the map φ defined in Proposition 2.11 is naturally identified with ϕ(Λ 2 E x 0 ).
The Ambrose-Singer Theorem ( [15] , Thm. 8.1 Ch.II) shows that h contains the image of Λ 2 M x 0 through the curvature endomorphism. With the notation (6), we thus get (R ij ) x 0 ∈ h for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r. Taking (10) and (14) into account shows that k ⊂ h.
Moreover, by Proposition 2.11, k is an ideal of h. Since h is the Lie algebra of a compact Lie group, we immediately obtain the Lie algebra decomposition h = k ⊕ k ⊥ , where k ⊥ is the orthogonal complement of k in h with respect to any ad h -invariant metric on h.
We are now ready for the first important result of this section. Theorem 2.13. A Riemannian manifold (M n , g) carrying a parallel non-flat even Clifford structure (E, ∇ E ) of rank r ≥ 5 is either locally symmetric or 8-dimensional.
Proof. Assume that M is not locally symmetric. By replacing M with its universal cover, we may assume that M is simply connected. According to Proposition 2.10, M has irreducible holonomy and non-vanishing scalar curvature. The Berger-Simons Holonomy Theorem implies that there are exactly three possibilities for the holonomy group H of M: H = SO(n), H = U(n/2) or H = Sp(n/4) · Sp(1). The second exterior power of the holonomy representation is of course irreducible in the first case and decomposes as
so(n) = sp(n/4) ⊕ sp(1) ⊕ p 2 in the latter two cases. A summand isomorphic to some so(r) (r ≥ 5) occurs in the above decompositions if and only if r = n in the first case, or is obtained from the low-dimensional isomorphisms su(n/2) ≃ so(r) for n = 8 and r = 6, sp(n/4) ≃ so(r) for n = 8 and r = 5. In the latter cases one has n = 8, so we are left with the case when M has generic holonomy SO(n). By Proposition 2.11, R n inherits a Cl 0 n -module structure, which for dimensional reasons may only occur when n = 8.
Using this result we will now obtain the classification of complete simply connected manifolds with parallel rank r even Clifford structures. From the above discussion it is enough to consider the cases when r ≥ 5 and either dim(M) = 8 or M is symmetric. Using again the low-dimensional isomorphisms so(5) ≃ sp(2) and so(6) ≃ su(4) we easily get (5) is the spin covering. r = 6 : U(4) → PSO (6) Notice that for r = 6 and r = 8 the defining representation of E is projective, so E is only locally defined if M is non-spin. On the contrary, if M is spin then E is a well-defined vector bundle, associated to the spin holonomy bundle of M.
The attentive reader might have noticed the subtlety of the case r = 8. In all other cases the equivariant Lie algebra morphism φ is constructed by identifying so(r) with a factor of the Lie algebra of the holonomy group acting on R 8 by the spin representation (therefore extending to a representation of the even Clifford algebra). For r = 8 however, the holonomy representation is not the spin representation. What still makes things work in this case is the triality of the so(8) representations, which is an outer automorphism of Spin (8) Notice that Proposition 2.11 shows that if M = G/H is a compact symmetric space solution of our problem, its non-compact dual G * /H is a solution too, since the isotropy representations are the same. We will thus investigate only the symmetric spaces of compact type.
After a cross-check in the tables of symmetric spaces of Type I and II ( [4] , pp. 312-317) we are left with the following cases:
(1) G = SU(n), H = SO(n). Condition (a) is verified for r = n but it is easy to check that dim(M) = (r − 1)(r + 2)/2 cannot be a multiple of N 0 (r).
(2) G = SU(2n), H = Sp(n). Condition (a) is verified for n = 2 and r = 5, but dim(M) = 5 is not a multiple of N 0 (5) = 8. . By condition (a) one can assume r = p ≥ 5. The isotropy representation is the tensor product R pq of the standard representations of SO(p) and SO(q). Assume that p = 8. It is well known that the group SO(p) has exactly one non-trivial representation on R p . This is due to the fact that SO(p) has no outer automorphisms for p odd, while for p even the only outer automorphisms are the conjugations by matrices in O(p)\SO(p). Restricting our attention to the subgroup SO(p) of the holonomy group H, the map φ given by Proposition 2.11 defines an SO(p)-equivariant representation of so(p) on R p ⊕ . . . ⊕ R p (q times) and is thus defined by q 2 equivariant components φ ij : so(p) → End(R p ). It is easy to see that each φ ij is then scalar: φ ij (A) = λ ij A for all A ∈ so(p). Finally, the fact that φ extends to the Clifford algebra implies that φ(A) 2 = −id for A = ξ * (e 1 · e 2 ) (here ξ denotes the spin covering Spin(p) → SO(p)), and this is impossible since
and A 2 is not a multiple of the identity. Thus r = p = 8 is the only admissible case.
(5) G = SO(2n), H = U(n). Condition (a) is verified for n = 4 and r = 6, but dim(M) = 12 is not a multiple of N 0 (6) = 8.
(6) G = Sp(n), H = U(n). Condition (a) is verified for n = 4 and r = 6, but dim(M) = 20 is not a multiple of N 0 (6) = 8. (16) respectively. The corresponding symmetric spaces are exactly Rosenfeld's elliptic projective planes
(9) Finally, no symmetric space of type II (i.e. M = H × H/H) can occur: condition (a) is satisfied for H = SU(4), r = 6 and H = SO(n), r = n but the dimension of M is 15 in the first case and n(n − 1)/2 in the second case, so condition (b) does not hold.
The only candidates of symmetric spaces carrying parallel even Clifford structures of rank r ≥ 5 are thus those from cases (3), (4), (7) and (8) . Conversely, all these spaces carry a (projective) parallel even Clifford structure. This is due to the fact that the restriction of the infinitesimal isotropy representation to the so(r) summand is the spin representation in all cases except for so (8) , where the triality argument applies. Summarizing, we have proved the following Theorem 2.14. The list of complete simply connected Riemannian manifolds M carrying a parallel rank r even Clifford structure is given in the tables below. Table 2 . Manifolds with a parallel non-flat even Clifford structure
In this table we adopt the convention that the QK condition is empty in dimension 4. For the sake of simplicity, we have omitted in Table 2 and commutes (resp. anti-commutes) with every element of E for r odd (resp. even). We start by considering the cases r ≤ 4.
• r = 1. It was already noticed that a parallel rank 1 Clifford structure corresponds to a Kähler structure on M.
• r = 2. The rank 2 Clifford structure E induces a rank 3 Clifford structure E ′ := E ⊕ Λ 2 E on M. Explicitly, if {e 1 , e 2 } is a local orthonormal basis of E, then e 3 := e 1 • e 2 is independent of the chosen basis and {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } satisfy the quaternionic relations. Moreover, e 3 = v is a parallel endomorphism of T M, so (M, g) is Kähler. In the notation of Proposition 2.10 we have ω 13 = ω 23 = 0. Formula (11) yields
for every permutation {i, j, s} of {1, 2, 3}. If n > 4 this system shows that ω 12 = 0, so M is hyper-Kähler. Conversely, if either n = 4 and (M, g, J) is Kähler, or n > 4 and (M, g, I, J, K) is hyper-Kähler, then E = Λ (2,0)+(0,2) M in the first case, or E =< I, K > in the second case, define a rank 2 parallel Clifford structure on M.
• r = 3. It was already noticed that because of the isomorphism Λ 2 E ∼ = E, every rank 3 even Clifford structure is automatically a Clifford structure, and corresponds to a quaternion-Kähler structure (which, we recall, is an empty condition for n = 4).
• r = 4. The endomorphism v is now a parallel involution of T M anti-commuting with every element of the Clifford bundle E ⊂ Λ denote the curvature forms (with respect to the local frame {J i }) of the Levi-Civita connection on E:
We take X, Y ∈ T + and apply the previous relation to some Z ∈ T + and obtain
For 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 we denote by ω j := ω j4 and
is easy to check that I j are anti-commuting almost complex structures on M + satisfying the quaternionic relations I 1 I 2 = I 3 etc. The previous curvature relation reads (17) R
The symmetry by pairs of R + implies that ω i = 3 j=1 a ji I j for some smooth functions a ij satisfying a ij = a ji . Moreover, the first Bianchi identity applied to (17) (4)). The above map defines an embedding of the rank 4 vector bundle E := P × ξ R 4 into Λ 2 M = P × ρ so (8) , which is by construction a parallel Clifford structure on M.
For r ≥ 5 we will use the fact that E defines tautologically a rank r parallel even Clifford structure on M, and apply Theorems 2.9 and 2.14 to reduce the study to manifolds appearing in Table 2 .
• r = 5. The volume element v defines a Kähler structure on M in this case. The quaternionic Grassmannians Sp(k + 8)/Sp(k) · Sp(2) are obviously not Kähler (since the Lie algebra of the isometry group of every Kähler symmetric space has a non-trivial center), so it remains to examine the case n = 8, when, according to Theorem 2.14, M is quaternion-Kähler. More explicitly, if E is the rank 5 Clifford bundle, ϕ(Λ 2 E) is a Lie sub-algebra of End − (T M) ≃ so(8) isomorphic to so(5) ≃ sp(2) and its centralizer is a Lie sub-algebra s of End − (T M) isomorphic to so(3), defining a quaternion-Kähler structure. Moreover v belongs to s (being the image of a central element in the Clifford algebra bundle of E), so we easily see that its orthogonal complement v ⊥ in s defines a rank 2 parallel Clifford structure on M. By the case r = 2 above, M is then hyper-Kähler. (5)). If P denotes the holonomy bundle of M with structure group Sp(2) ≃ Spin(5), the above map defines an embedding of the rank 5 vector bundle E :
, which is by construction a parallel Clifford structure on M.
• r = 6. The volume element v is now a Kähler structure anti-commuting with every element of the Clifford bundle E. If we denote by J i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 6 a local orthonormal basis of E, each J i is a 2-form of type (2, 0) + (0, 2) with respect to v, so the curvature endomorphism vanishes on J i :
Let ω ij denote the curvature forms (with respect to the local frame {J i }) of the Levi-Civita connection on E:
We can express this as follows:
Taking the trace in Y and Z and using (19) yields
This relation, together with (11), shows that Ric = 0.
Conversely, every 8-dimensional Ricci-flat Kähler manifold carries parallel Clifford structures of rank 6 defined by the Spin(6) ≃ SU(4)-equivariant embedding of R 6 into so(8) coming from the irreducible representation of Cl 6 on R 8 , like in the case r = 5.
• r = 7. Theorem 2.14 shows that M has to be an 8-dimensional manifold with holonomy Spin(7). By an argument similar to the previous ones, every such manifold carries parallel Clifford structures of rank 7 defined by the Spin(7)-equivariant embedding of R 7 into so(8) coming from one of the irreducible representations of Cl 7 on R 8 .
• r = 8. The dimension of M has to be at least equal to 16 in this case (since the dimension of the irreducible Cl 8 -representation is 16). Moreover, the volume element v is a parallel involution of T M anti-commuting with every element of E, so T M splits in a parallel direct sum of the ±1 eigen-distributions of v. This contradicts Proposition 2.10.
• Finally, for r ≥ 9, the spaces appearing in the last four rows of Table 2 cannot carry a Clifford structure since the dimension of the irreducible representation of Cl r for r = 9, 10, 12, 16 is 32, 64, 128, 256 respectively, which is exactly twice the dimension of the corresponding tangent spaces in each case.
Bundle-like curvature constancy
As an application of Theorem 2.14, we classify in this section bundle-like metrics with curvature constancy. We first show in Subsection 3.1 that every Riemannian submersion Z → M with totally geodesic fibres is associated to a G-principal bundle P → M (where G is the isometry group of some given fibre), which carries a canonical G-invariant connection. The curvature of this connection is a 2-form ω on M with values in the adjoint bundle ad(P ). We then compute the different components of the Riemannian curvature tensor of Z in terms of the Riemannian curvature of M and of the curvature form ω.
Most of this material can be found in the literature (cf. [12] , see also [22] ), but we include it here for summing up the notations, conventions and usual normalizations. Readers familiar with Riemannian geometry can pass directly to Subsection 3.2, where we interpret the curvature constancy condition (25) by the fact that ω defines a parallel even Clifford structure on M. The classification is obtained in Subsection 3.3 by a case-by-case analysis through the manifolds in Table 2. 3.1. Riemannian submersions with totally geodesic fibres. Let π : Z k+n → M n be a Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic fibres. Assume that Z is complete. We denote by Z x := π −1 (x) the fibre of π over x ∈ M. From Theorem 1 in [13] , all fibres are isometric to some fixed Riemannian manifold (F, g F ) and π is a locally trivial fibration with structure group the Lie group G := Iso(F ) of isometries of F .
For every tangent vector X ∈ T x M and z ∈ Z x , we denote by X * its horizontal lift at z. For every curve γ on M and z ∈ Z γ(0) there exists a unique curveγ withγ(0) = z whose tangent vector at t is the horizontal lift ofγ(t) atγ(t) for every t. This is called the horizontal lift of γ through z. Hermann's result in [13] mainly says that for every curve γ on M, the mapping τ t : Z γ(0) → Z γ(t) , which maps z to the value at t of the horizontal lift of γ through z, is an isometry between the two fibres, (each endowed with the induced Riemannian metric).
We define the G-principal fibre bundle P over M as the set of isometries from F to the fibres of π:
We denote by p : P → M the natural projection and by P x the fiber of p over x:
The right action of G = Iso(F ) on P is given by ua := u • a for every u ∈ P and a ∈ G.
Proposition 3.1. (Cf. [12] , Theorem 2.7.
2) The horizontal distribution on Z induces a Ginvariant connection on P .
Proof. For X ∈ T x M and u ∈ P x , we define its horizontal liftX ∈ T u P as follows. Take any curve x t in M such that X =ẋ 0 . The isometry τ t between Z x 0 and Z xt described above, defines a curve u t := τ t • u which obviously satisfies p(u t ) = x t . We then setX :=u 0 and claim that this does not depend on the curve x t . This is actually a direct consequence of the following more general result:
Lemma 3.2. Let p : P → M be a G-principal fibre bundle and assume that G acts effectively on some manifold F . Define Z := P × G F and for each f ∈ F , the smooth map
Then a tangent vector X ∈ T u P vanishes if and only if p * (X) = 0 and (R f ) * (X) = 0 for every f ∈ F .
Proof. Since the result is local, one may assume that P = M × G is trivial and u = (x, 1). One can write X = (X ′ , X ′′ ), with X ′ ∈ T x M and X ′′ ∈ g. Since p * (X) = 0, we get X ′ = 0. From (R f ) * (X) = 0 we obtain exp(tX ′′ )(f ) = f for every t ∈ R and f ∈ F . If X ′′ were not zero, this would contradict the effectiveness of the action of G.
Returning to our argument, we see that p * (X) = X and
only depend on X, not on x t . The map T x M → T u P , X →X is thus well-defined for every x ∈ M and u ∈ p −1 (x). We denote by H u the image of this map.
Lemma 3.2 also shows that H u is a vector subspace of T u P , supplementary to the tangent space to the fibre of P through u. The collection {H u , u ∈ P } is called the horizontal distribution, and it is easy to see that it is invariant under the action of G: If a ∈ G u ∈ P and x t is a curve in M with x 0 = p(u), then (denoting X :=ẋ 0 ):
This proves the proposition.
We will now express the Riemannian curvature of Z in terms of the curvature of the connection on P defined above (we will denote this connection by θ in the sequel). In order to do this, we need to introduce some notation. The adjoint bundle ad(P ) of P , is the vector bundle associated to P via the adjoint representation of G on its Lie algebra: ad(P ) := P × ad g, where for every g ∈ G, ad g : g → g is the differential at the identity of Ad g : G → G defined as usually by Ad g (h) := ghg −1 . The curvature of the connection θ defined by Proposition 3.1 is a G-equivariant 2-formω on P with values in g or, equivalently, a 2-form ω on M with values in the vector bundle ad(P ), i.e. a section of Λ 2 M ⊗ ad(P ). The forms ω andω are related by
where X, Y ∈ T p(u) M are tangent vectors on M with horizontal liftsX,Ỹ ∈ T u P to tangent vectors on P .
For each x ∈ M, the fibre ad(P ) x of ad(P ) over x has a Lie algebra structure (it is actually naturally isomorphic to the Lie algebra of the isometry group of the fibre Z x ). Every element α of ad(P ) x induces a Killing vector field denoted α * on the corresponding fibre Z x . If α is represented by A ∈ g in the frame u ∈ P x (i.e. α = [u, A]), and z ∈ Z x is represented by f ∈ F in the same frame u (i.e. z = [u, f ]), then α * z is the image of A by the differential at the identity of the map G → Z x , a → [u, af ]. By a slight abuse of notation, we denote this by α * z = uAf . It is easy to check that this is independent of u: If we replace u by ug, then α = [ug, ad
Every section α of ad(P ) induces in this way a vertical vector field α * on Z. We recall the classical formulas giving the Lie brackets of standard vertical or horizontal vector fields on a principal fibration in terms of the covariant derivative and its curvature form (cf. [15] , Ch. 2, Section 5 or [9] , Equations (3.9) and (4.4)):
Lemma 3.4. If X, Y are vector fields on M and α is a section of ad(P ), then
where ∇ θ is the covariant derivative on ad(P ) induced by the connection θ on P defined in Proposition 3.1 and ω is the curvature of θ, viewed as a 2-form on M with values in ad(P ).
Formula (22) is equivalent to the fact that we see that O'Neill's tensor A associated to the Riemannian submersion Z → M is given by A(X * , Y * ) = − Using formulas (9.28e) and (9.28c) in [4] we thus obtain:
The Levi-Civita covariant derivative on S r−1 is the projection of the directional derivative in R r . Moreover, the derivative of the vector-valued function f (z) = z on R r obviously satisfies A.f = A for every tangent vector A ∈ T R r . We thus get at z:
Taking Lemma 3.5 into account, (28) is equivalent to
for all z ∈ Z = S(E), α, β ∈ ad(P ) = End − (E) and X, Y ∈ T M.
Formula (31) can be equivalently stated as follows:
for all u, v 1 , v 2 ∈ E x with |u| 2 E = 1 and v 1 , v 2 ⊥ u and for all X, Y ∈ T x M. We introduce the map ϕ :
Formula (32) is then equivalent to
for all u, v, w ∈ E x with |u| 2 E = 1 and v, w ⊥ u (where id denotes the identity of T x M). Using the universality property of the even Clifford algebra (Lemma 4.1 below), this shows that (E, ϕ) defines an even Clifford structure on M. We have proved the following: Theorem 3.6. Assume that the curvature constancy of Z is the vertical distribution of a Rie-
(a) carries a parallel even Clifford structure (E, ∇ E , ϕ) of rank r = k + 1; (b) the curvature of E, viewed as an endomorphism ω : Λ 2 (T M) → End − (E), equals minus twice the metric adjoint of ϕ :
Conversely, if (M, g) satisfies these conditions, then the sphere bundle Z of E, together with the Riemannian metric induced by the connection ∇ E on Z defines a Riemannian submersion onto (M, g) whose vertical distribution belongs to the curvature constancy.
3.3. The classification. From Theorem 3.6, every Riemannian submersion (Z k+n , g Z ) → (M n , g) whose vertical distribution belongs to the curvature constancy defines a parallel even Clifford structure (E, ∇ E , h, ϕ) of rank r := k + 1 on M, such that the curvature ω of ∇ E , viewed as an endomorphism ω : Λ 2 (T M) → End − (E), equals minus twice the metric adjoint of the Clifford morphism ϕ : Λ 2 E → End − (T M). In the notation of Proposition 2.10, this amounts to say that
Conversely, if (E, ∇ E , h, ϕ) is a parallel even Clifford structure of rank r on M satisfying (34), E carries a Riemannian metric defined by the metric on M, that of E, and the splitting of the tangent bundle of E given by the connection ∇ E and by Theorem 3.6, the restriction to the unit sphere bundle Z of the projection E → M is a Riemannian submersion whose vertical distribution belongs to the curvature constancy.
We will now examine under which circumstances a simply connected complete Riemannian manifold (i) carries a parallel even Clifford structure (E, ∇ E , h, ϕ).
Notice that for every 3 ≤ n = 4, condition (ii) together with (14) and (16) implies that the scalar curvature of M is (35) scal = 2n(n/4 + 2r − 4).
• r = 2. In this case M is Kähler (see Example 2.6) and E is simply a rank 2 Euclidean vector bundle endowed with a metric connection ∇ E whose curvature is minus twice the Kähler form of M. By the Chern-Weil theory, this is equivalent to the cohomology class of the Kähler form being half-integer, so up to rescaling M is a Hodge manifold. It is well known that the circle bundle Z of E carries a Sasakian structure for the corresponding rescaling of the metric on M.
• r = 3. By Example 2.7, condition (i) is equivalent to M being quaternion-Kähler (recall that this is an empty condition for n = 4) and E is either Λ 2 + M for n = 4 or the 3-dimensional subbundle of Λ 2 M defining the quaternion-Kähler structure for n > 4. Condition (ii) is equivalent to M being anti-self-dual and Einstein with scalar curvature equal to 24 (see [4] p.51 and (35) above) for n = 4, and quaternion-Kähler with positive scalar curvature equal to 8q(q + 2) for n = 4q > 4. The Riemannian manifold (Z, g Z ) is the twistor space of M in the sense of Salamon [19] .
• r = 4. Proposition 2.10 (i) shows that M is the Riemannian product of two quaternionKähler manifolds M + and M − of dimension 4q + and 4q − respectively (notice that one of q + or q − might vanish). Recall that the rank 4 even Clifford structure E on M induces in a natural way rank 3 even Clifford structures Λ
± E by (7). Taking (8) and (9) into account, Equation (34) becomes
Like in the previous case, this means that M ± is a quaternion-Kähler manifold with scalar curvature 16q
± (q ± + 2), where now we use the usual convention that in dimension 4 quaternionKähler means anti-self-dual and Einstein.
In order to describe the Riemannian manifold (Z, g Z ), we need to understand in more detail the construction of the even Clifford structure of rank 4 on a product of quaternion-Kähler
The orthonormal frame bundle of M admits a reduction to a principal bundle P with structure group G := Sp(q
induces a projective representation ρ : G → PSO(4), which in turn determines the (locally defined) bundle E and the (globally defined) manifold Z := P × ρ RP 3 . A Riemannian manifold obtained in this way is called quaternion-Sasakian. By definition, a quaternion-Sasakian manifold fibres over a product of quaternion-Kähler manifolds M = M + × M − , with fiber RP 3 . Notice that 3-Sasakian manifolds are special cases of quaternion-Sasakian manifolds, when one of the factors M + or M − is reduced to a point.
We now examine the remaining cases in Table 2 .
• r ≥ 5 and n = 8. Taking (10) into account, (34) is equivalent to the fact that the restriction of the curvature endomorphism R of M to the Lie sub-algebra ϕ(Λ 2 E) ⊂ Λ 2 M equals 4id. Moreover, we have κ = 2 in Equation (14) , so (15) shows that M is Einstein with scalar curvature 2n(n/4 + 2r − 4).
If r = 8, this means that R is constant, equal to 4 on Λ 2 M, so M is the round sphere S 8 (1/2) of radius 1/2.
The case r = 7 does not occur, since a manifold with holonomy Spin (7) is Ricci-flat, contradicting Proposition 2.10 (iii).
If r = 6, M is Kähler and ϕ(Λ 2 E) is just the sub-bundle Λ If r = 5, M is quaternion-Kähler, and by a slight abuse of notation we can write Λ 2 M = sp(1)⊕sp(2)⊕p. Like before, the curvature endomorphism R of M equals 4 on sp(2) = ϕ(Λ 2 E). Moreover, on every quaternion-Kähler manifold with Einstein constant 16, R equals 4 on sp(1) and vanishes on p. Thus M is isometric to HP 2 = Sp(3)/Sp(1) × Sp(2).
• r ≥ 5 and n > 8. This case concerns the symmetric spaces M in the last seven rows of Table  2 . For each of these spaces condition (ii) is automatically satisfied (by Proposition 2.10) for the specific normalization of the metric for which κ = 2 in Equation (14) , which by (15) is equivalent to the scalar curvature being equal to 2n(n/4 + 2r − 4). For the reader's convenience we provide here the proof of the universality property for even Clifford algebras which was needed in the proof of Theorem 3.7. By definition, Cl 0 (V, h) = T 0 (V )/I, where I is the intersection with T 0 (V ) of the two-sided ideal of T (V ) generated by elements of the form u ⊗ u + h(u, u). The map σ clearly induces a unique algebra morphism σ * : T 0 (V ) → A such that σ * = σ on V ⊗ V . We claim that I ⊂ Ker(σ * ). Now, every element of I is a linear combination of elements of the form A = a⊗(u⊗u+h(u, u))⊗b or B = a ⊗ v ⊗ (u ⊗ u + h(u, u)) ⊗ w ⊗ b, with a, b ∈ T 0 (V ) and u, v, w ∈ V . From (39) we have Consequently σ * descends to an algebra morphism Cl 0 (V, h) → A, whose restriction to Λ 2 V is just ϕ.
